
Any BUSINESS can improve its CUSTOMER
JOURNEYS by deploying SUSTAINABLE

PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE, because it
CUTS THROUGH OPERATIONAL SILOES TO

BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER 

for Customer
Journey Leaders

This is not 'just another'
improvement method...

...it provides the 'HOW' to
SUSTAINABLY improve

it builds
CAPABILITY to
ensure you can

continuously
improve

it develops the
HABITS &

BEHAVIOURS of
everyone
involved

It is a
COACHING led
approach, as
opposed to
consulting



The 4 phases of  SUSTAINABLE
PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE for CJ's

6 principles for moving into action
in a pilot scenario using all of the
learning from the ‘Get
Knowledge’ phase

A bespoke plan for us to remove
ourselves from the situation

leaving the capability within the
team to continue

An initial information
gathering exercise in
the work to get an
understanding of
what’s in scope and
to create the right
conditions upfront
for a team

VIRTUAL, FACE TO FACE OR HYBRID
It doesn't matter. During the pandemic
we've learned how to deliver our SPEx

programmes in a virtual environment with
some amazing results

6 lenses to help a team to
‘Get Knowledge’ about the

customer journey at the
required level.

1) FAMILIARISATION

2) GET KNOWLEDGE

3) DEPLOY KNOWLEDGE
4) TRANSFERENCE

get started for FREE



Clients choose GET KNOWLEDGE
because...

We work on all of the
important metrics

We transition managers
into leaders

We start with leaders
thinking

We are flexible and
adaptable

We build FUN into what
we do

We’re curious, with a
genuine desire to improve 

We are coaches first,
consultants second

Focussing on building capability means that as each day
goes by you need us less and less as opposed to the typical
consulting model of needing me more. A training/coaching
approach costs less in the long term and delivers greater
ROI (although it may not give you an immediate shot in the
arm)

Working on thinking and belief structures leads to a change
within individuals and when those individuals have the

opportunity to shape the working environment this leads to
improvements in employee engagement. Companies with a

highly engaged workforce experience a 19.2% growth in
oeprating income over a 12 month period

Recent studies have shown that fun at work can boost
productivity and reduce sick days. It costs us nothing to be

ourselves and we believe this is a missed opportunity for
any business embarking on any improvement journey. Make

it fun!

You don’t get any unforseen consequences or bad feeling
that can be left with typical management consulting
approaches. This means that buy in to any intervention is
increased which leads to more sustainment. Sustainement
means sustained ROI.

Focussing on building capability means that as each day
goes by you need us less and less as opposed to the typical

consulting model of needing me more. A training/coaching
approach costs less in the long term and delivers greater

ROI (although it may not give you an immediate shot in the
arm)

Being part of a team that is more led than managed drives
higher levels of engagement and connection to the
organisation. Business units with engagement and
connection scores in the top 25% have 10% stronger
customer metrics

Focussing on one specific metric like productivity or
Employee engagement alone often sees improvement at the

detriment of other key business metrics. Companies that
understand the link between leaders, the environment, their

people, their customers and their business targets are
known to have longer term uplift in business performance

We target habits and
behaviours 

By defining and implementing improved habits and
behaviours you then start to see results in your people. This
leads to increased employee engagement due to the
approach and in turn improved customer performance as
your people drive your customer agenda. This ultimately hits
your bottom line through revenue and cost to serve



If you want to chat about how you can improve your Customer
Journeys through your people coming together, then please email us

at jason@getknowledge.co.uk

As a result, my own team now has an agreed purpose and a method of
working that enables visibility of performance and effective

performance management. Challenges are identified and unblocked
quickly; people are more engaged in what they need to do to

contribute to success. Standards are being developed and adhered to.
Open and constructive conversations take place regularly. People

have had training and development, which gives them more
confidence and ultimately continues to uplift the performance of the

team. Cross functional collaboration is now starting to take place, so
we are seeing end to end performance improvements. I am starting to

have peace of mind.

Jason has coached and mentored me over the last few years, he has
completely changed how I see problems and how work flows. The best
thing about working with Jason is the way he questions and
encourages you to think and develops your abilities instead of making
you reliant on him.

His great passion for helping people and learning means that he listens
and fits his approach for the people he is working with. I can't thank
him enough and can't wait to hear who he helps next. 

Improved Customer Journeys delivered
through your people coming together across

differing business siloes that output high levels
of Customer & People performance and

reduced costs, whilst learning a method for
continuously improving them again and again

Here's what people are saying about our
SPEx programmes

Are you
looking to
establish...

Tara Seipel – Change &
Continuous Improvement

Michele Robinson – Head of
Operational Customer

Experience


